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Financial Markets in for
More Volatility by Dr. Sherry Cooper

It is a time of transition for the North American economy. 
The U.S. will continue to lead growth in the G7, but its econ-
omy is cooling. In Canada, the economy has gone for well
over a decade without a recession but there is a Western
tilt to the overall gains. Meanwhile, Europe and Japan are

rebounding from sluggish growth.

The Bank of Canada left its policy rate unchanged on July 11,
for the first time in a year, signalling a pause in its 225-basis-point

tightening campaign. Then, on August 8, the U.S. Federal Reserve paused
as well, after 17 consecutive hikes. Although North American monetary
policies are now in a holding pattern, financial markets are unlikely to fly
turbulence-free in the months ahead.

On both sides of the Canada-U.S. border, the combination of high energy
prices along with high rates of resource utilization is applying upward
pressure on inflation. Meanwhile, economic momentum is ebbing, poten-
tially dampening inflation pressure. The reason why these central banks
have paused is that they believe they have lifted rates enough to ensure
that economic growth slows suf-
ficiently to drive out inflation
while steering clear of recession.

Unfortunately, the data during
the months ahead are likely to
show growth and inflation veer-
ing from this planned path. At
times, the indicators will exhibit
signs of stronger growth and
faster inflation, prodding specu-
lation of more central bank tightening, which will be a drag for stock and
bond markets. At other times, the data will display signs of weaker growth
and slower inflation, stoking expectations of central bank easing, which
will be a boost for stocks and bonds. Despite the monetary policy pauses,
Canadian and U.S. financial markets are still likely to be at the mercy of
the whims of economic data in the months ahead. In addition, we are in a
period of extreme geopolitical turbulence, which will inevitably rock mar-
kets from time to time. But, the silver lining is that the volatility is likely to
be less than in prior economic cycles.  
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To better support you in

your investing decisions,

we’ve partnered with

GlobeinvestorGOLD,

Standard & Poor’s,

BayStreet.ca and

Briefing.com to bring

you Analyst Opinions

and Research Reports.

Read The Dollars Are 

in the Details

article on page 2 to learn more

about these NEW online

enhancements!

“Meanwhile, economic
momentum is ebbing, 
potentially dampening
inflation pressure.”



The Dollars
Are in the
Details
BMO INVESTORLINE 

ROLLS OUT GREAT NEW

ENHANCEMENTS FOR 

BUILDING YOUR PORTFOLIO
You know that building an invest-
ment portfolio demands research –
gathering and analyzing all the
information you need to make the
right investing decisions. You take
the time to monitor numerous
financial websites, researching
your options and staying up to the
minute with the markets. And you
have told us you want online tools
and resources to help you achieve
your goals, save you time and sup-
port your investing decisions. 

Now you can get all your research
in one place, at one website,
bmoinvestorline.com.
We deliver a disci-
plined approach
through inno-
vative fea-
tures that
empower
you to be a
more inde-
pendent,
successful
investor. Our
continually
enhanced suite
of research tools
provides you with
expert third-party rec-
ommendations, market
information, company profiles 
and benchmarking – the same
resources used by professional
investment advisors. And we’re
committed to bringing you further
custom online innovations to opti-
mize your portfolio performance.

INSTANTLY ACCESS ANALYSIS

AND RESEARCH
Analyst Opinions shows you expert
third-party recommendations, rat-
ings and target prices for Canadian
and U.S. stocks from Standard &
Poor’s (S&P), GlobeinvestorGOLD,
BayStreet.ca and Briefing.com, 
giving you added perspective for
your day-to-day investing decisions –
right when you need 
it. For more in-depth
details and analysis, we
bring you S&P research
reports on more than
5,300 Canadian and
U.S. stocks. You can act
on these insights, or 
simply compare them
to your own course 
of action. 

For the information you
need immediately, our
Analyst Opinions and
Research Reports are
linked to key web pages, including

Stock Watch Lists,
Holdings and

Portfolio Quotes.
Wherever a

stock symbol
is present
or when-
ever a
quote is
retrieved,
you can
view the

latest
Analyst

Opinions
with just a

click of your
mouse. 

SEE HOW YOUR PORTFOLIO

MEASURES UP 
Benchmark Comparisons gives
you a real picture of how your 
portfolio is performing. Rather
than just reviewing your portfolio
in isolation, you can compare it to
nine key indexes – such as the

DJIA C$, MSCI World C$, S&P TSX
60 and S&P 500 C$ – in four differ-
ent time frames. 

GET THE LATEST ON

THOUSANDS OF COMPANIES
Along with taking advantage of
Benchmark Comparisons, you
want to stay current on your hold-
ings and assess potential invest-

ments. Company profiles from
GlobeinvestorGOLD, updated
daily, give you the latest compre-
hensive fundamental data on over
9,000 North American companies.
The information includes estimates
and financials, with annual and
quarterly balance sheets and
income statements, annual cash
flow statements and annual ratios.

With all of this critical research at
your fingertips, in one place, you
can count on a superior online
investing experience. That’s our
commitment to innovation – and to
making you the best investor you
can be.

For more information on Analyst
Opinions, Research Reports and
Benchmarking Comparisons, visit
bmoinvestorline.com/WhatsNew/
EnhancementAug2006.html.

Watch for further research
enhancements and new tools,
coming later this fall.

“With all of this 
critical research at 
your fingertips – in one 
place – you can count on a
superior online investing
experience.”



Here’s good news for wine lovers and teetotallers alike:
Investing in a diversified portfolio of investment grade
wine, either on its own or as part of a diversified port-
folio, delivers superior double-digit returns, signifi-
cantly lowers volatility and provides diversification
benefits. As a result, buying and selling bottled wine
from and onto secondary markets, such as trade, retail
and auctions, has grown into a
multi-billion dollar industry
over the last 25 years.  

The two-tier global wine mar-
ket is made up of early con-
sumption and investment
grade wines. Over 90% of the
wine market is early consump-
tion, that is, wine consumed
within three years from
release. As it is sold immedi-
ately to the final consumer, it
has no resale value and never
finds its way back to the sec-
ondary market. 

However, investment grade wines—the “blue chips”—
possess impeccable quality, longevity and history, a
price performance track record and a highly liquid 
secondary market following (annual volumes $2.1 
billion CDN). 

The blue chips—
including wines
from Bordeaux,
Burgundy, Rhone
Valley, Tuscany,
Piedmont and
Champagne—pro-
duce significant
resale values and
are actively traded
in the global sec-
ondary market.
Over the 21-year
period from 1982

to 2003, the Fine Wine 50 Index (a portfolio of 50
investment grade wines) averaged an approximately
12% return per annum. The risk, measured in
RiskGradeTM (RG), of a portfolio of investment grade
wine held on its own (RG = 55) or held as part of a
diversified portfolio of equities and bonds (RG = 70) is
significantly lower compared to a portfolio of equities
and bonds only (RG = 80).

Interestingly, the investment grade wine market is 
not correlated with financial and economic markets.
Rather, investment grade wine prices are supported 
by a global demand/supply imbalance. The global
demand for superior wine is increasing as there is 
only a finite supply of wine due to non-expandable
acreages. When a wine is released for consumption
globally, the supply of wine is reduced and the demand
increases, inevitably causing prices to increase. Since
investment grade wine prices are unaffected by the
movement of equity and bond prices, the zero correla-

tion with the
financial  and
economic
markets leads
to significant-
ly lower
volatility, and
provides
diversification
to a portfolio
of traditional
investments.

However, like
traditional
investing,
there are

many strategies you can use to buy wine. Like equities,
you can invest in “neglected value”. This simply means
buying below an asset’s fair market value and selling
either at or above its fair market value. 

>FUELL ING 
UP YOUR
INVESTMENT
BARREL by Mahesh Kumar

“...buying and selling bottled
wine from and onto secondary
markets, such as trade, retail
and auctions, has grown into
a multi-billion dollar indus-
try over the last 25 years.”



You can also engage in arbitrage in the wine market.
For example, if a case of investment grade wine is
being auctioned at Sotheby’s in New York for $5,000
and the same case of wine is being auctioned at
Sotheby’s in Paris for $4,500, arbitrageurs will buy in
one market and sell into another, profiting from the
price differentials.  

Some investors identify sleepers both in terms of wine
and vintage, buying lesser-classed wines in great years
and great ones in lesser years. Others “talent-spot”, for
instance, buying wines that are either underrated or
less known, but which are likely to win wider acclaim
in the future. Alternatively, some trade down to “pale
blue chip” wines, which can show significant invest-
ment potential in the future once these pale blue chip
wines become more popular, and the demand for these
wines increases.

“En primeur” buying involves securing allocations 
of wine before it is bottled and physically available 

(i.e. buying “wine futures”). En primeur buying is used
selectively, only in highly sought after, fairly priced
vintages. Buying wine en primeur has the potential to
produce substantial short-term profits as the growth in
wine prices in the first few years of a wine’s life can be
significant. Buying bottled wine from primary markets,
for example, directly from the producers, eliminates

intermediaries’ mark-ups. 

Investing in a wine fund involves
fund managers, including pension
fund managers, buying investment
grade wine and/or shares in 
blue chip wine companies. Fund
managers actively switch out of
overvalued wines and lesser vin-
tages into undervalued wines and
greater vintages, so that portfolio
returns are maximized. 

Buying the right wines for your
portfolio is the same as buying the
right wines for your table: To maxi-
mize portfolio returns, lower volatil-
ity and enhance diversification,
wine should only be bought from
sources with strict quality and
provenance guidelines and stored in
a controlled optimum environment.  

Mahesh Kumar BA (Honors), MBA, DipIC Mgmnt.,
ACMA, ATT, CMC, is the Founder, President and CEO of
Roman-Boston Consulting Corporation (www.roman-
bostonconsulting.com). Mahesh Kumar is the author 
of Wine Investment for Portfolio Diversification – How
Collecting Fine Wines Can Yield Greater Returns Than
Stocks & Bonds, winner of the 2006 Gourmand Global
Media Award for the “Best Wine Education Book in the
World.” He is also an associate faculty member at the
Faculty of Management at Royal Roads University,
Victoria, BC.    

P R O T E C T I N G  Y O U R S E L F
O N L I N E
BMO InvestorLine is committed to protecting your
confidential information and privacy. We will not use
your email address to send or ask for any personal
information about you. 

Recent events in the online brokerage industry have
made protecting your privacy even more important.
For more information visit the PRIVACY and 
SECURITY sections at bmoinvestorline.com.



Year-End Tax Tips  
From The Experts

Given the significant tax changes for 2006 and
onward, your investment strategy could benefit
from some expert tax tips on year-end tax plan-
ning. The Knowledge Bureau is Canada’s leading
educator in the tax and financial services indus-
try. Here, some of The Knowledge Bureau’s
experts give you their favourite tax tips.

For more tax-saving strategies, go to 
bmoinvestorline.com and read Year-End 
Tax Planning 2006 - Full of Surprises by
Evelyn Jacks.

EVELYN JACKS is the

bestselling author of

the 2007 editions of

Essential Tax Facts

and Make Sure It’s

Deductible. Her next book to

be released later this fall, Get

Your People to Work Like They Mean

It, is co-authored with Jean Blacklock, COO of BMO

Trust Company.

You don’t have to wait until year-end to put your tax-
saving strategies in place—these next three tips will
help you reduce your quarterly tax installments for
2007:  1) maximize tax-loss selling opportunities to
offset capital gains in your non-registered accounts; 
2) hold over disposition of assets with large gains to
January 1 to defer taxes owing to April 2008; and 
3) review
income-split-
ting opportu-
nities, perhaps 
by drawing up
a bona fide
investment
loan to trans-
fer capital to
your lower-
earning
spouse at the
quarter’s prescribed interest rates.

By reducing your quarterly installments as well as
your year-end tax liability, you can invest your tax
savings dollars that much sooner.  

DAVID CHRIST IANSON is a planner with

Wellington West Total 

Wealth Management.

The recent federal budget
eliminated tax on capital
gains resulting when pub-
licly traded (listed) securities

are donated directly to a regis-
tered charity. Therefore, stocks

or mutual fund units that have
built up gains over the years should be your donation
vehicle of choice, as opposed to giving cash.

An even greater benefit comes from
donating matured flow-through
shares, which usually become liquid
through a tax-free rollover into an
eligible mutual fund after a two-year
holding period. The fund will typi-
cally have a cost base near zero after
the flow-through entity converts
exploration tax deductions into 
capital gains. A sale would result 
in a capital gain, the tax on which
negates some of the tax benefits

from purchase. Donating the fund to charity instead of
selling eliminates the tax liability on the gain, multiply-
ing the net benefit of the tax-advantaged investment in
flow-through shares.

“...stocks or mutual fund 
units that have built up gains
over the years should be your
donation vehicle of choice, 
as opposed to giving cash.”
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Both the Bank of Canada and
the Fed have not needed to
raise rates to back-breaking
levels, as in previous episodes
of rising inflation, minimizing
the risk of outright recession.
This risk is also reduced
because businesses on both
sides of the border boast the
healthiest balance sheets in
generations, and firms are now
much better at managing their
payrolls and inventories.
Meantime, globalization and
competition continue to crimp
the ability of firms to pass on
their higher costs, minimizing
the risk of an inflation out-
break. There will be financial
market turbulence ahead, but
it’s going to be a bit easier to
navigate than in the past.

Dr. Sherry Cooper is Global
Economic Strategist, Executive
Vice-President, BMO Financial
Group and Chief Economist,
BMO Nesbitt Burns.

®

DARYL DIAMOND is President

of Diamond Retirement Services

and author 

of Buying

Time:

Trading

Your

Savings

For Income

and Lifestyle.

Consider loaning money to your
lower-earning spouse to split
income earned on non-registered
assets and reduce taxes on that
income. The Canada Revenue
Agency (CRA) permits this type of
inter-spousal loan as long as cer-
tain conditions are met: 

Interest – Interest on the loan must
be charged to the borrower by the
lender. The interest rate can be 
set by the lender, but cannot be
less than the prescribed rate estab-
lished by CRA; this rate of interest
is set quarterly. The rate or interest
applies for the duration of the loan
regardless of future changes to the
prescribed rate.  

Payment of Interest – Payment 
of loan interest must be actually
made by the borrower and docu-
mented. It is due at the end of the
calendar year and must be paid by
January 30 following the calendar
year end.

For example, assume a wife loans
her husband $20,000 for invest-
ment purposes. He immediately
invests the money so any invest-
ment income is now taxed in his
hands. Assuming a 4% prescribed
interest rate, he will pay her $800
per year in interest by January 30,
which she must declare as income.
This same amount serves as a
deduction from income for him
since he used the money to acquire
income-producing investments. 
In this case, the family unit pays
less combined tax by arranging this
legitimate income-splitting trans-
action and taking advantage of his
lower marginal tax rate.

For more tax-saving ideas, visit 
the Tax Corner at 
bmoinvestorline.com.

G O PA P E R L E S S  
W I T H  e S TAT E M E N T S !
Enjoy the convenience of accessing your account 
statements online anytime, anywhere.

Visit bmoinvestorline.com, sign into your account 
and edit your Account Profile in the Account Services
section.




